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Chapter 1 : Integrated PreK-6 English and Language Arts Program
Writable is a guided writing practice program that connects any style of instruction to a cycle of authentic feedback and
revision. Writable helps teachers build more independent, reflective writers, and helps schools assess & monitor writing
growth.

Many of these programs have similarities, but each one has a slightly different emphasis. While others exist,
the market is dominated by these three and, as such, the majority of the business from schools tends to go to
one of these companies. The reading programs below should not be considered an exhaustive list. However,
they are among the more popular choices today, and ones that should be considered for a shortlist if you are
looking to invest in a new series. A student textbook accompanies the series and it includes a variety of fiction
and nonfiction texts. Leveled reader books are available for the instruction of guided reading groups, and
online activities that mirror the key objectives can be used to help reinforce some essential skills. Although
Treasures is a very well-balanced series with good attention to all the main facets of reading, the vocabulary
instruction is perhaps the strongest element of the series, and something that it should be commended for.
They openly boast that their E-Suite of interactive teaching resources is "the only standards-based, fully
integrated technology program" for elementary students, and there is no denying that it looks to have some
really good components. It includes everything from lesson slides and online assessment programs to videos,
alphabet books and more. However, the core reading elements are about as good as you will find with an
emphasis on the explicit instruction of five key reading skills. Big books, student readers, teacher read alouds
and more are included, as are a variety of genres to help engage your students. The latest version of this series
is also aligned to the Common Core Standards. Isabel Beck, a renowned educational professor who has
researched and written about reading and vocabulary instruction at some length. So, as you can imagine, the
vocabulary components of Storytown are handled very well. However, there is a lot more to it than just good
vocabulary instruction. Cross- curricular study links, leveled readers, and a sound writing component make up
the rest of this versatile series. All of this makes Storytown one of the best all-round reading programs for
elementary students. This is a popular concept, and one that is employed by many publishers, but it includes
some more unique variations that help set this series apart. As such, they provide alternative options for how
you might want to customize or adapt the lessons to better meet the needs of your class. They also place a
slightly greater emphasis on speaking and listening objectives. Lessons often start with a think-pair-share
question that is related to the theme of the week. Skills assessments are modeled on state tests and a writing
workshop is included for each unit of study. Differentiated instructional models are included for the teacher
who needs to teach above or below grade level, and a wide variety of genres like fiction, poetry, historical
documents, informational websites, and biographies are also featured. The texts are a combination of high
interest fiction and nonfiction works, and they provide some good variety of themes and genres. Student
textbooks are in a journal-like format with a space on each page for students to record observations or
questions they have about the texts. A strength of this series is the explicit comprehension skills that are
taught, as well as the links it makes to writing instruction. However, it also includes a strong technology
component that has award-winning digital resources for students, online diagnostic tests for teachers, and even
iPad apps to support key skill sets. The Prentice Hall Media Studio program is also a great way for students to
analyze and interpret the media that they are exposed to on a daily basis. It looks at film, news and advertising
media. As a result, there is a lot to like about this Prentice Hall Literature series. Contact the publishers
directly, links below , and ask about having some sample materials sent to your school for evaluation. Most
publishers are more than happy to do this. Then, construct a checklist of what you and your colleagues
consider to be the fundamental aspects of a truly great reading program, and be sure to take into account any
district priorities. What are your reading test scores telling you? What do you think is missing from your
current reading series? What is really going to have the biggest impact on learning in your classrooms?
Ultimately, there will likely be a degree of compromise involved as there may not be one program that fulfills
the needs of every grade level. In cases like this, all you can do is go for the one that comes closest to your
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criteria. After all, good teachers can always find time to customize it to meet the needs of their students.
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Chapter 2 : English Language Arts Standards | Common Core State Standards Initiative
Today is a round-up of favorite homeschool language arts curriculum: spelling, reading, writing, phonics, and grammar.
There is so much available for homeschoolers that it can tend to be overwhelming.

Copyright Kumon North America, Inc. Browse our sample reading worksheets Look, Listen, Repeat Young
students start to build the pre-reading skills necessary to becoming emergent readers. Students begin to
connect words to familiar objects and repeat words starting with the same sound. Reciting Words with
Pictures Students are exposed to rhyming words, phrases, and sentences. Students continue to develop critical
pre-reading skills, including phonemic awareness, in preparation for later phonics study. Letter Sounds Letter
sound exercises help students develop their pre-reading skills by saying individual letter sounds while tracing
letters. Students try simple three-letter words and develop their fine motor skills. Students also enjoy very
short stories. Students continue to build their vocabulary and begin to copy letters and words. They will learn
to sound out words with a variety of letter combinations while copying letters. Function of Words, Reading
Aloud Students identify nouns, verbs, and adjectives, and use them in sentences. Students learn the singular
and plural forms of nouns, the fundamentals of verb conjugation, and the comparative and superlative forms of
adjectives. Structure of Simple Sentences Students are provided a formal introduction to the structure of
simple sentences, which includes instruction on capital letters, spaces between words, and basic punctuation.
They also learn how to write questions, negative sentences, basic expressions, and sentences in the past tense.
By reading stories and answering simple questions, students improve their reading comprehension skills.
Sentence Structure, Sentence Topics, Thought Sequence Students complete exercises that improve their ability
to read rapidly and accurately while also retaining the information. Mechanical aspects of sentence
construction such as punctuation, capitalization, and spelling are also solidified. Students begin developing
their ability to recognize a sequence of thoughts presented in a short paragraph. Students also continue to
improve their reading comprehension skills by reading short stories and answering text-related questions.
Students conjugate irregular verbs, as well as study pronouns, prepositions and irregular plurals of nouns.
Students develop their ability to define words using contextual clues in the stories; identify main ideas that
occur within a story; and compare and contrast actions, characters, and information from a passage.
Constructing Sentences Students refine their ability to identify subjects, verbs, and objects in sentences. They
also learn how and when to use the future, progressive, and perfect tenses of verbs. Students write complete
sentences independently as they read interesting stories. Organizing Information Students advance their
reading comprehension, vocabulary and writing skills. They develop their ability to construct and respond to
questions using who, what, where, when, why, and how; to interpret information in charts; to organize
information from passages into chart format; and to write answers independently. Combining Sentences
Students learn to write compound and complex sentences by combining simple sentences. Students also learn
to extract statements from paragraphs to identify a statement as a single unit of thought. Students expand their
vocabulary by studying selected words from passages. Using their ability to find the main idea of a paragraph,
students develop an understanding of how paragraphs flow within a passage. Students also expand their
vocabulary by studying selected words from passages. Clauses Students learn how clauses can function as
nouns, adjectives, or adverbs. In addition, students learn to convert direct speech to indirect speech and vice
versa. Charting exercises enable students to visualize information within a passage, which helps to develop
their ability to follow and organize content logically. Charting exercises help the student visualize a story and
learn how events in a passage determine a certain result or outcome. Students continue to expand their
vocabulary by studying selected words from passages. Students are given greater freedom when composing
responses and exercising their sentence writing skills. Students build the skills necessary to recount a specific
scene, action, or description in a story to prepare them for the concision exercises that immediately follow.
Students begin to build summarization skills by using basic concision techniques that assist them in
condensing information from a text. They also improve their reading comprehension through summarization
exercises. Summation exercises help students focus on specific points within passages. Students learn to
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condense all of the important information from a passage into a summary that is about one third the length of
the original passage. Students are formally introduced to story elements such as plot, character, and setting.
Vocabulary exercises introduce Greek and Latin suffixes, prefixes and roots. Persuasion Students analyze the
persuasive writing style found in speeches, advertisements, and political documents. They also learn the
components and strategies of the more formal "argument. Critical Reading Students experience a closer
reading of the text than in prior levels with exercises that focus on more subtle details of structure, theme, and
character. Elements of Literature Students continue to develop critical reading and thinking skills through the
study of advanced literature. In the introductory sets of the level, students read non-fiction pieces that present
and explain various literary terms such as plot, setting and atmosphere, irony, and comedy. In subsequent sets,
students read extracts from novels, plays, or poems that demonstrate these devices put into practice.
Interpretation Students continue to develop critical reading and thinking skills through the study of advanced
literature.
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Chapter 3 : Reading, Spelling, & Writing Programs | Dyslexia Help at the University of Michigan
Language Arts includes multimedia lessons that teach and reinforce lesson covering phonics, fluency, grammar,
spelling, vocabulary, reading comprehension, writing processes and more. Language Arts Extensions are designed to
be used alongside the language arts curriculum.

Earning a PhD in reading education and literacy teaches how to analyze current theories and apply research to
create more effective curriculum in teaching literacy to students of all ages. Continue reading to learn about
the common courses, available concentrations and electives, and the common admissions requirements for the
doctoral programs in reading education and literacy. What Is Literacy Education? While literacy is the ability
to read and write, more and more educational programs are considering literacy to include the complete
understanding and confident use of language. All About Reading Education and Literacy Doctoral Degrees As
the definition of literacy and the importance of reading continues to change, doctoral programs in the field
need to stay ahead of trends and concerns. Therefore, one of the key aspects of earning your doctorate in
reading degree include contributing your own theories and research to the field through your dissertation.
Admissions Requirements for Doctorate in Reading and Literacy Programs Some of the common admissions
requirements for a PhD in reading education and literacy programs include: Plus, some may have additional
requirements than those listed above. For instance, some schools may require that you earned a 3. In addition,
some schools may look for applicants with a specific number of years of teaching experience or recent
academic writing. Graduation Requirements PhD Literacy While every program has unique requirements
when it comes to earning your doctorate, some of the most common requirements include: Complete required
courses usually a combination of core courses and electives Comprehensive exam Dissertation propose, write,
present, and defend in front of a board of faculty One of the differences may include submitting a digital
portfolio every year for three years instead of taking a comprehensive exam. These portfolios work in a similar
manner and allow faculty members to gauge your understanding of key concepts. Other programs require that
you complete a portfolio as a comprehensive record of your experiences and ongoing progress toward
academic and professional goals near the end of your required courses as opposed to every year. As always,
for specific requirements check with each school. More and more, this includes analyzing and including, when
relevant, all sources of reading, such as social media, websites, and information regarding the sociopolitical
landscape. One of the reasons for this is because of the nature of communication and the changing definition
of literacy to include all types of communication in our society. Other key topics in reading education and
literacy PhD programs are: Either way, your courses strive to prepare you for leadership positions in schools,
school districts, and even state departments of education. As a result, many courses, including portions of your
dissertation, will focus on statistics and various research methods, such as quantitative and qualitative, and
how to apply them to implementing effective curriculum. Some of the issues that many doctoral programs in
reading education teach include: Understand the context of schools: What Is Language and Literacy? In fact,
some research suggests that a baby can distinguish the sounds of his or her native language while still in the
womb.
Chapter 4 : Middle School Reading Apps and Websites | Common Sense Education
Everything that relates to listening, speaking, reading, and writing in your selected language can be considered part of
your language arts program. Teachers through the years have tried to break down that big goal of "communicating ideas
through language" into individual skills to work on (as teachers are apt to do).

Chapter 5 : Reading and Language Arts, M.S. - CCSU
Wonders for English Learners instruction builds proficiency in speaking, listening, reading, and writing with scaffolded
support for all language proficiency levels. Wonders for English Learners complements any English Language Arts
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curriculum.

Chapter 6 : Language Arts Curriculum for Homeschoolers
Online Language Arts Program Comparison This table provides comparison of some of the most popular online
language arts programs used by Davidson Young Scholars. The Davidson Academy's online high school is a full-time
option for profoundly gifted students living anywhere in the United States.

Chapter 7 : Reading / English Language Arts | Bailey Middle School
An Integrated Approach to Language Arts and Writing. Redbird Language Arts & Writing helps students build strong
foundational writing skills. Our integrated approach to Language Arts and writing interweaves instruction and rigorous
practice in grammar, writing, and reading.

Chapter 8 : Top PhD in Reading Education and Literacy Programs
Sonlight introduces key grammar "gems" gradually, in the context of your children's daily reading and writing within the
Sonlight Language Arts program. Grammar Ace For a strong grammar foundation, we encourage students in
(approximately) fourth grade to take advantage of the complete grammar program we offer in a pace-yourself course.

Chapter 9 : Children's Reading Centers & Learning Programs - Kumon
This page contains information on curriculum, assessment, and rules. We welcome any suggestions that will improve
this page for individuals working to provide high quality English language arts and reading (ELA/R) programs for
students. Join the ELA/R mailing list and receive updates. The ELA/R.
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